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So mucB history is being made today tfiat it seems hardly appro''
,@pH&Qe,nor does there seem to be the time, to stop to examine the
;$+ents and thought of the past. And yet, if we would lobk with greater . ,.,,
.$understanding towards the future, our vision can. be greatly enhanced ' ?,
a knowledge of what has transpirkd in the past.
- $@y
.
All around us we are being deluged with plans for a bettar post-swai - :'
.:-.world. Unfortunately, most of the post-war plans being advanced today- :;
::are of little value because the planners seem to have learned little
.'.from that which has gone before. For any post-war plan, designed to
,-:;aJpid the -takes of the past, h~usttake into consideration the contra,dictions inherent in our system of private enterprise and I attemptr
.'
k l t o seek their solution. Failure to do p i s can only lead €0 another war ' .!
ian4 its consequences.
Only by k realistic approach ta modern world problems can a
_.
. . ;.'karplan be evolved that can hope to cope with the situation.,
proach can be greatly facilitated by a study of %ad Marx's analysis
;o
the functioning of capitalist economy. This fact in itself is the .
; ,,.grgatestjustification 'for an exposition of .Marx's world view at this time,
$
. if such justification is necessary.
It may be asserted that it 'Ps not in the national interest, at a ; :'
I
time when unity for victory is the sip, to discuse Marxian views of . .
.
lass interests grid +thequesti~nof imperialism. To that, all that can ,.?j
. ;be said is that a discussion of Mantlan views, at this time, only serves
,
,.
'highlight the present emphasis on the right of the common man to . .;
.' . ;a life of peace and economic ,secur$ty after the resent war against
!"
$4=isrn is won. Such eminent authorities as Pres dent ~l3cmseveltsnd - - ..
::..',7fica-President eWaJlace-have raised the issue of the eomhon man a d
':
!.
;' .,. -.;his
right to employment and economic security; and that, after .all, is
.:+-memain issue that has perplexed the world since thq turn of the . " . : ' century. This issue constitutes the main problem and is.the one tha$
,.
'<t]tlust'
be solved in any post-war plan that is adopted, if we are not to_ *
.face another war an& the threat of fmcism.
The name of Karl Marx is known to many, but what h& &md for is. : >notso well known. The wotld view- embraced under the term 4~~arxism9p
!:$
still much of a mystery, to m q t people.
;
In the past most of us !did not bother much about world views, as
:I we felt that this was the g.rouince of philosophers and miologists. 1x1'
aese fateful days, howev@$,we have.all become conscious of - the fact
'- $$hat our destiny lies in our-own hands and that, anly by a clear grasp . . '
l+:'f social problems can we :attempt to solve them by our own united ' -.
i ,efforts.
.--'
If this is to be the ceqtvry
thk common man, as Vice-president ,
. '
, . "Wallace assures us it will, it'will' be so o
w because of the united efforts ,dicommon men themselves to make: this world,a better place tu live h,
It is for thag teason tbab3tbe f-orla views of Karl Mam. have-at:'~tainedsuch vital importance ttuday;;A.hdit is for the same reason that
i$ important to understaxid -.these world.views. What Is Mamisxi?
.:.What does it mean to the pagb-war' ;wllTld?
This small work constitutes an attempt to present, in simple lan"jgtiage; the historical backgrollnd and the salient features of Marxia~ .
,~@ilusophyand economics. It is written from the point of view of -the .
<. -, lanzfan concept of change and movement, and deals with the subgiwt
':
.
. ';fn .its -broadest outlines. It makes no pretense at being an exhaustilt$
. .;
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-MARX AND HIS TIM

k.%4y;
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The great significance and merit of the work of Karl Marx h that,

in his investigation of the history of human institutions, he passed on.

from their mere classification to the understanding of their relatfion- - .
ships*. ,
One of the most capable and unrelentiig critics of Marx said of-.
him; he "had an enormous influence upon the thought and feeling of
whole generations, one might almost say, eyen upon the spirit of the .
age." 'This sentiment was expressed in a work published in 1898 whim
predicted the end of Marxism as a% influence in world thought and .
philosophy! A more recent estimate-is expressed in the words of Mr.
Sidney Hook, present day critic of Marx, "The mi@philosophy of
Karl Marx . . exercises a stronger influence upon the present age than the social theories of any of our contemporaries. History is bein made .
in its name." And on the field of battle millions of people, un&r the
banner of Marxism, are locked in titanic and world shaking struggle
against $he forces of fascism and reaction. Despite the intense nationalism manifested by the Soviet people in the war to liberate their native
qoiI from the fascist despoilers, it must not be forgotten that it is also a
strxiggle to defend a social system Whose main tenet is the collecqve
ownership of the means of production, which is the essence of Marxian
Socialism,
These gredt struggles of the present day, that seem to be culminating .
in the complete collapse of the competitive system of free'ente rise,
were, in large measure, foreseen and yredicted by Marx a l m z 100,
years ago.
To understand this almost uncanny insight into the march of
events, by Marx, it is necessary t examine briefly the forces and philosophy of his day that so profoun ly influenced his development.
Although the Industrial Revolution had its beginnings in ~ngfand,
its effects spread rapidly to the continent after the French Revolutjon
and the Napoleonic campaigns. The rising middle classes were everywbere enlisting-the aid of the savagely exploited peasantry to destroy
. 'the age-old Qmination of the landed aristocracy and the church.
Free markets and free labor were the necessary requisites of the
.
; young and growing capitalist mode of production. The tremendous ,
. .upheavals in social relations, as' a result of the Industrial Revolution on .~ t h econtinent, left their impress upon Marx and his time.
The enormous expansion of the means of production that followed
these events set the stage for a corresponding increase in the rapidly * .
. g r o ~ i n gworking class. Faced with poverty and a terrifying degree of
exploitation, the& workers were at first inclined to blame the machines Tor all their misery. There followed the period of the Luddite move- .
ment, a secret organization whose aim -it was to destroy the machines
that caused so much suffering and misery. ,
They soon realized, however, that the so1;tion to their problems
' could not be achieved in that manner but only by organizing for struggle
against oppression and misery.
In the 1830's the labor movement made rapid strides everywhere.
Bi 1836, when young Marx was just entering upon his university studies,
-the secret organization known as the League of the Just was organbed
,
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CHANCE VERSUS PERMANENCE
gles could.not but influence ::'
udal domination callspslng, -tant change and flu.
Bencies were reflected in tbe.
nature and .the world 8s in ,--.,,
in oppoeition to' the notions at an?
-'

,>-. Thus, pure ,speculation abut the world was replaced by intensive
: ...
. : :bnalysis. The'bitsand piece& the objects that compose this world came
t

+,

a n ~ g s kan@classUPi'tation. Men were no longer
:&&tent to arrive at conclusions, as to the nature of this world, solely
:,:;b-g. the method of logic an8 dqductlon; but chase to examine the gsrts
.,;tdiat make up t h e whole and thereby 0btai.n a closer approximation to
:.x@ality.'And yet this, method of analysis was not the last word in scieh,i'~&#i~
method as it also had its definite limitations.
.> . ,
'
-- - The study .of the minute and separate parts of nature, so
?,:$b the development of scientific inquiry, has its Urawbacks,
&q points out, this necessitates taking-"them out of their
- di;i. toric connections,'; resulting "in their isolation, apart fro
,--'%@ for thorough-going
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FORMAL LOGIC AND DIALECTICS
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. In ancient Greece-more.
speIfimDyI in the caloniea alone the
~&&>~bal ahores of Asia Mlnor+ome 500 years B. C., these principle8 were
'mtenunciated by Heraditus, of the e&rliestsehool.of Week philom
pWrs known as the Wesian School. The MUedans of antiquity had
already broken with religious tradition and attempted a natural, m a d
6f l$~pernatural,
errp1anatiori of the universe.
-Of this movement, J. W. Bury, the
"that the victory of philosophy over the

Greece fro* the tyranny of a religion lnterp
'-Y
This struggle against the priestly and 1
porbd-by the growing clam of merchant eh
%hewhole Mediterranean and other se
led to a -wider knowledge of other religions,
%ith a reater development of technology
-n&colonies soon became the seat of learn- an
g-the cities on the areek mainland itself. It was
reek commerce ?nd industry that the Ionian philo
i30wisbIed.
1,. The early struggles of a rising merchant class were furthered by
tEie use of the weapon of materialistic phJIwophy against the d o m a ti~a
of the priesthood aSd lahdowners..-Thus we h%veone of the f h t
instances
where philosophy was not only a form-of meditation but a
-.
powerful
instrument
to change the world.
g;bL.
It was Herttclitus who made the striking pronounc&exit' that,
-c4Eyergthing
is in flux; .One Cannot ascend the same river tw.ice." Every&. thing is and at the same time 18 becoming. As Engeb puts it, "the world
6 fa not to be' viewed as a complex of fully fashioned objects, but
&.: complex
of procegses."
Heraditus
asks the question, how can we account for the'
&;: ante of permanence
and fixity in a warla of constant ch
answers by saying that, although everything is in constant flux yet
,
.W continuous, process is subject to certain definite laws of motion
whit$. impose definite and regulateg limitations upon this proof
ehkqge and movement. Thus the world is to be viewed, according to
Heraclitus, as a constant process of change subject to certain definite
. laws of. motion.
This remarkable world view which is so akin to modern \scientific
- tbeory was soon eclipsed by the Athenian philosophy of Idealism. 'The
star of Greek science -had set when the cult of Athenian philosophy
.
.
began," says Lancelot hog be^.
The reason for this transition and decline can be mainly attributed
to tbe first indication of a decline of Greek civilization itself. The m m
or-less free economy of the 7th Century B.C. had5beenlargely supplanby a complete slave economy by the 5th and 4th Centuries B. C. Pree
wage labor had been replaced by-slave labor, and slave,,labor became
the very.foundation of the state and the entire economy.
. ' On the foundations of this - slave economy a - great leisure cIG
@evelopedwith freedom to contemplate the world and with de$inife
iriterestg to protect against any possible changes to their detriment.
Divorced' from the prpctical realities and -nrgencies of life, this
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MATERIALISM AND THE CLASS STRUGGLE

Engels became the revolutionary and fighting philosophy of 'the
,BaQg
class. -
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qualitative change.
Marx attributed great significance to this aspect of the-dfale&.
'process and his work abounds with examples of this dialectical law.
Thus-it seems that no single object or event ever is, but, rathe+, I s '
is beaoming. Chq~ge, rocess .and growth are the characterfstic phwnomena of nature and uman histoq alike. Here we see identity as -11, ,: ):
as difference in things, and that both are characteristic and e~sentia1~
:
to reality.
This brief and sombwhat bare statement of the principles. of
Hegelian dialectic may seem highly abstract .and unreal, and m s y L,lack t h e unity- which only the application of. these principles to nature-.
aad so iety qan give them. It is perhaps for this reason that Marx ..
never &d go to great length in formulating these principles, preferrw
..
t~ a ply them to.the concrete.historical process of moving events. Tfie . 2
inte ectual who seeks for a '*system" of -philosophy in the works of 2
Mark will be disappointed, for Marx held that the road to knowledge was - .-through practice:i: e., through action and'not through detached con- . ,
templation. The unity of theory and practice was fundamental to all tjf Marx's teachings, and any group of theories set up as a "system"
cu&d qot be considered an expression of reality unless it was an ,out- - .
growth of practical activity. Hegel's failure to integrate his philosophgr - '
with the changing social practice of the day Wmited his outlook to an t,
idealistic interpretation. Only active participation .inthe struggles of
t4
the. day enabled Marx to surmount this obscure- and futile position
and'present a real or materialistic interpretation of Hegel's dialectic. .
It was this obscurity and abstract nature of Hegel's philosophy that made it possible for him (Regel) to go on teaching these doctrines
in one of the most important Universities of the Prussian State. For it was just about this time that the gathering forces of the bourgeois . '
. revolution were beginning to assert themselves in their struggle with
the Prussian autocracy and &he?church that supported it.
it was not Hegel, but some of his pupils, who went beycxpdy . mere philosophical criticism and directlJt attacked Christianity, the.
state religion. This was a t one and the same time a political attack
on the Prussian State itself, .
Among this group of students known as the Young or'left ~ e ~ e i i a n 8 , ' '
~udwigFeuerbach was one of the most outstanding. Feuerbach not - '
only achieved an open break with religion but, in the realm of n a t u ~- , ,rejected all so-called super-sensual knowledge derived in one's head . ",
and believed that knowledge was made possible only on the basis of s.
.
experience. He made the assertion that, "Nature exists independwtlg .:
- of dl your philosophy." This constituted k-sharp break with Hegel md.-.
.,
an approach-:,-toa materialistic world view.
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IDEALISM
VERSUS MATERIALISM
.--

.
I

'

~iP"thispoint it is well to inquire into the essential differences f&
,
-;;t ~ two
& great world ~iews,that of idealism versus materialism. One d

the viewtiof a leisure caste, free to oontemplate the world and interested:-':
:iri.permanence and.stability; the other representing the,views of prac-..

.~~-:;t@blE
.men who are actively engaged i n changing and developing the
<-$ ~ , ~ p l t j -.
<.-<
, . - . . 'me . fund&nental queetion being the relation ' of thought
8:.
.-@t&nal -world. Does the objective world exist apart from all human:
real? Does one's
.
@$pel-ience,or is it ju&tour ideas of the worlg that
!
. 'bvareness or coneiousness precede or condition the existence of the
:: external-world; or is it the. moving, changing world, of whieh,,.we are,
- p Fat, shaping our thoughts and ideas?
:
'file materialistic answers that thought itself is a p&t of being
-. and:therefore a part of the external world. As Zngels expresses it..
: materialism is a method "of explaining man's knowing by ois being,.
:i ::'not his. being by hts knowing.!' To the practical man of action the.
.:---=exterm1
world in its change and development .is the only reality, .and.
-:I - -;our
consciousness, being a part of this changing world, will itself be
.influeneed.by this continuous ,process, and wl,U ia turn influence the
:' ; eoume of 'development.
,
Hegel's idealism consisted in the point of view that while philosophy
has La uo with experience, and experience alone; the world of experience
::'-,ii&the creation of man. It is a continuous process of cre&tion based upon
':I -toe:conzinuous development of thought or the Idea, leading to a more:
., - . m+aningful and fuller undershnding of experi8n.m. Hegel's conception: . vg th6 A~solutewas the recognition of this cantinuous process of growth
2.-.and its fuller interpretation in the Consciousness of man.
This-f uiler comprehension of experience was, to Hegel, the supreme
reality. Where the -wnsciousness of a changing worId. became the
I' supreme reality to Hegel, the dialectical idealist; the chungfng world
.:, and i.ts effec€s upon man, was recognized as the 'supreme reality by
-"M&rx; the dialectical materialist, Where Hegel had used philosophy as
q'means to*interpret the world, Mam used it as 8. powerful weapon to
change the world. In rejecting Hegelian idealas'another form Of religion, Feu~rbqcfi was expressing the position of the bourgeois radical who sought
attack theological doctrine on the grgund that it constituted one of
. ' :$he main bulqrarks of the Prussian antocrrtey. In his acceptance of a
, . -@aterialist world view he failed to grasp the dialectical method which
Hegel. applied 'to historical development, consequently limiting h& perspective-%~
a - natural science materialism somewhat akin to 18th Celi<.-,
: t w y French materialism.
with the riie of commodity production, as early as the l6kh Century,
: ,-.theie.
,
ft$lowed a concomitant development of the natural scienc-es,
especially mechanics and astronomy. This develapment served a twofold purpose; first, as a n aid to industrial expansion and second, to
;
..7 . fi@t the power of the Papacy in the redlm of thought and philosophy,
.. . + This progress of the mechanical sciences, naturally, led to a crude
aechanical -materialism. The most striking statement of this positiou
-".'*"i$
:
.:.,
tontained in the words of .fiedrick Engels when he says that the
.
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&heme for evolution or any sort of real 'change."
Aswe have seen, dialectical materialism m'efscted all such notima
of fixed categories. Engels continues, "modern (dialectical) mate^^
- 'bakes in the recent discoveries of natural science, according to wh'&&
nature also has its history: - according-to which allzplahetafy bodfaP,
ith which the former. &re'
' as well .as-the specks 'of all- organisms w
populated,-shape themselves and dissolp; according to which the orbitin
described, in so far as they may still be rethined, assume ever grandw'
-,dimensions:" Or as J. D.Bernal has s,tate@: "The history of
physciences, in the 19th and 20th Centuries shows a steady drtft aw&y
from the mechanical views,of Newton I n t ~a set of irreducible diafec-,
tlcal opposites such as wave and bgrtic-le, and matter and energy."'
Opposites t b t ate vitally. essential to eacfi 'other and that constitute t&
process of a changing world.
"The theory of evol~tion,?~
&@sin1we..guote from 3. D. Bernal, "not
o,@y marks an advance in our .*understanding'of:nature but is alsq &
criticalstep in our method of thinking,because it jnvolves the recognition of nove1t;g and fristory in -science,!'
The dialectical method h&sisitself undbrgofle an evolutionary cha
having its origin in antiquity a s a method of logic whose p u r p o s g
was to recognize $he existence of the contradictory in an ever-changing
- world, as oppbsed-to formal logic whose funqarnental rinciple ia $he
exclusion of the contradictory. The 4iale~t;icalmethod, nlodern tirme~
+
has become the historical methog ,uf science as opposed to the p u r e l ~
analytic method. It iS' a method of,observing.nature and society qs a
cmfinuous process as opposed to the purely .mecAanica!l method of
observing isolated; fixed'park without relation to W e process m a wh*.
The dialecticat pethod in science is the, ppplication of the concept ,d
change to .nature and. society.
,
Thus we see that we, alomistic,theories alid the concept of so-caHed
%act'' acie&&ea,ctf &he m~chmical,materialists have lnore and ~ b p
been '-absorbed in 'the newer. dialectipal conception of c2e~elopmen$~
especially in the Darwinian >theoryof evblutlon, and, in our own day,. in
the work of Einstein in the field bf Astro-Physic&'Phe- designation of a.'particular field as the province of a cef iafa
science is- merely - an tl%rbitrary
choice for the sake of analysis aria
classification. ' A unified picture is obtained odly when t h e ~ esepamte
"fieldsh are integrated in thesgeneralprocess of growth and movement:
It was the applSca.Mon of,this .idea .of process and growth in the
realm of human history mat colrstituted me ~f Hegel's greatest contl;'t7
butims to human thought. he idea of an evolulianary development
not only,in.nature but 'in.$he' istory of manki d.
No longer is history ;to- be.lviewed as s, i&4rkdseriesof acddenta8
events that have nu relation t o each other but rather as a series aP
events mat merge i n b each other, and that grow attt ,of each-umer;
- in accordance yith .certain d % p & eunderlying W e s that govern
torical deve1elopment;
&s$-%As Eqges exprwes it;: "Viewed from - this ..standpoipt, the h i s w
.' of mankind no longer appeared- &s a wild tangle of senseless deeds -&
violence; all - equally to; Be rhjected by.~aripened philasophic juclgment;
and which it were bbst soon'aa'gosslble totforget,but as the process?of
development of mankind : ibel-f . . .and wbose internal law.. ,it WI%?
. became the task of the iiitell'ect to trace. and to dtscove~.~
As we have been, theapplication of this great principle wasVlimit&
by Hegel's idealist world V&W. To him it was merely
a m e t h ~ dof g r ,*e a e
-,
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&ietf&~,"saJis ~ancelbt~ k b e n ",into &ial clmes which e d
.d&nt 1eiswe, or axe deprived -of it, has encouraged a superi
::qbttxary division of science into two .branchesppure and applic
For Manr the goal of all science was not merely the grec
events, but also the control of event8 in the interest of humhn

THE MATERIALIST CONCEPTION OF HISTORY
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an example let
take the capitalistic mode of prodtzt$d.
ffnd that its main characteristic. is the production of gwds trrr

profit witli one group or class owning the means of productlm and
another c l w whose access to the means of production lies only th
it8 sele of its labor power. This relationship not: only dekrmbe%~
mode of prodwtion but also determines the mode-of distribution of the
product of industry.
Equally distinctive social relations of production, such aa slave
owner and slave, feudal lord and serf,.existed in other systems of 'fp"&Qr
or modes of production, and formed the basis for the "legal and po tileal
superstructure" or what we would .term all other social relations- rn .
institutions. This basic social relation of men to the means of production.
.becomes the foundation for the entire cultural superstructure, shaping
our ideas and institutions in 'conformity with this basic relationship.
In the words of Marx, "The mode of production in material Iife
determines the soci@, political and intellectua.1 -life processes in ,gen- ,
ersl," thus shaping the cpurse of development of juridical, paliticd,'- .
religious and aesthetic institutions of society.
As we have seen, this does not imply "that the economic ele&ent
is the only determining one." In the words of Engels, "According to the.
mateg=iaUst conception of history the determining element in history is .
uttimateZy the protluction and reproduction in real life. More than thb
neither Marx nor I have. ever asserted. 'She economic situation b the
basis, but. the various elements of the superstructure ...also exerebe their influence upon the course of the historic struggles and in many
cases preponderate in determining their form,"
.
We are now in a
to &k the-question: .what determines he
transition or development of one mode of production or system of
society- into another? What is 'the driving force or the internal law ai motion in society that has determined its transition from the .dave
system to the feudal system and to the capitalistic system of production?
In s famous passage in his preface to The Critique of Political
Economy, Marx answers these questions in the following words: "At s cestain stage of their development, the material forces of.productSon in
society come in conflict with. the existing relations of production, or,
what is but a legal expression for the same thing-with the property
'relations within which they have been at work before. mom fonrrs: of
development of the forces of production these relations turn into their
fetters. Then begins the epoch of social revolution. With the change of
the economic foundation the entire immense superstructure is more or
less rapidly transformed."
Thus, according to Marx, it is the expanding forces of production
that furnish trie key to social development and the transition from one
economic system to another. Or, to be more precise, it i s the actudl opposftion to this expansion which brings society to an impasse ushering in
"the epoch of social revolution." Thus Marx makes the tremendously
significant claim that social progress becomes possible just a t the point
where it would seem (tobe threatened by insuperable obstacles.
. "From forms of development of the forces of production these rela::
tions turn into their fetters.'"
- ,
We see therefore, that an examination of the historical process, st
a certain point, reveals a set of. social relations that are conducive to
the development of the forces of production and actually further their
growth..and expansion, but that a point is reached where these expaw
ing forces "come in conflict with the existing relations of production, or .
--what is but a legal expression for the same thing-with the p-b
relations within which they have been at work before." .
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THE CLASS STRUGGLE
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The' relstlo&:oi,men'tg the means of broduettbil I& 4iiided them - .-;
into dmses of t h ~ mthat rule and .af those that art?.ruled, of "Reemam y.
and slsv6, patrida* an8 plebian, iord and serf, guild-aastcr
..
and jcrur- T4
. neyman, in a word, Qppressor, and oppre3a~d."
And as the growing forces of roductfon canie into conflict with
the property relations in whieh - ey ver.e+contained,. these classes'
"stood in con$&nt opposition to bne another, .ii:atrrbed on an uqinter-.
rupted, now hidden, now open ight, a ~ff bt,that each time enddd, either . .in s revolutionary re-w&t+ution of i3w et;Y at large, ar in the eommon'
ruin of the contending c1aw-a:~:":: .
: .
Thus the -very basis of .the class s t r y h i e , &. fgQndep ' on economic ;,,
ex laitatdon o;f one part &fJsoeiejky by &n.Oth.er: BSt. virtue! af.the. roperty "
re stlonship thst e&ts-t& the 'kq,eanjii7bf - proriuetlon, tQb'exp oitation - '-j
involves the approgriakiqfi. of pfpducts & + . p e , elassL..that
ere r:roduced 1.-,;
by another..:Thus -%he'
exispvce of c1234%%.insoctetJi lmplleg t e exist- ?>
ence of class opp?$ition;.end is
:bd@, of the klass struggle, or that
"uninterzuptecl,vn~w'~;@lbden,
no? :openja
fig@" wbjch must eventually
%ad"either in a revololuti+ary. re-constitutioxi of &xiety at large, or
in the common ruiri-ai $he cqnk@~r,dtng
@%~es.",The h@ntrity of thts
struggle depends lsrgelp on *;the6%xtento f the ,developinent of thi
contradiction '%&tweenthe pxpsn&ng:'foic@Ssf production and the ,
Propert rel+tians in whidh they.are culataineci. "Class apposition is thus - ,,
somet ng obfectlve, act~hl,sQtmthin& indapendefit of the conscious- ,.
ness 'or the recognftion .oi- men. C1&ss p.tmg$le- $8 .thus .&he mode of
fls:'ola,m $cibie:tg,*.':
-- tb quote - d r i p August ' .
ekistenee, the mod6 of life
Thalheimer, .
, + ,
the J ~
~ .et
cl&
~ .stA,tggie
S in
~t -:
the -recog3ttiPfi
the ooxkirae of history, of 'its,:drtving torn@w .
the..%und8megt%il
factor in'
social deve10pment, that cGnst$tutedq
ona:at. Marx's greatest ' contributions to social science. I t also made piqsib1'e the sstab;lisSlmeat of scientific 80clalkm $@wed ,ppp~%,
'ptpe;gafsrlrfp* zbcognitiop qf ' the existence
and significance ,oZ the; elqtsse&trqggl$. ,.. ;, .
Every c$q&- @~gug&lp
1s. nep;e~$ffy -a pbliticaI strug@@'for*It must '
be djrected Wwsrds the cfmqukst',of .state -power, For, B&rx holds, the:
state is ' me coercive tnstxmnt of the c l W in .power, the- class which
uses thfs power to mzhtain thZt sociq*.an4,,lpropert)r
relat;ions that
have become a hindrme to the further develgpment of the pmductive
.
fareed;.
.
.:
n u s the esta~ishepnentof>stat$ ~ w p rbecomes
,
tfie imcti~hof the
class whose rntasion it is t o change, $he mode .afFproducWon
and thereby,'.',
.
ensure the f urmer eqslxdon af l%h~i.'pgoduetlve
' farces.
..< ,
"The State,". ssgs Lefiln, .:'i~~:tha''
~ r b d ~ ~and
$ t : : thd manifestation af :.
the irreconcilabiIity of elass'an$agoqi,srn;,?AC;Cordingto Mmx, the State:,,.;
is the otgan of class dominatton;:,,tijeo1;'gan:of. pppredan pf one cram :by anc$her." For if .4ihe rulfngJ:andfStploiting; class could continue to *, i:
rule and exgloit without the; op@witiqil,'that,deyelopa, from everqhanging circumsta~ct%,and from:: G@B.- ve$t-y-nature Of class society itself, ..)I
the State 88 an instrwilent ~f cae!mi.o~,
Woul& be totally unnecessqry, I:"and ip fa,ct will "whither aF+y"
, ( aiter
.
the dissolution of class societJr, -;.
, ,
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furthermore,- -that -"the history of tihew class struggles ford
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'@rough an, investigation of royal dynasties or court intrigue, by
through the study of the activity of the masses. of the develo~rnmt

lory ,the appraisal of human events and instftuti~a
I& the standpoint of change and development yielded the first fruitflmethod of interpreting and of shaping the course of history.

EMERGENCE OF MIDDLE CLASS TO DOMINANT ROLE
Mass activity, class activity, according to Marx, is the essence and
mainspring of history. Supplied with Ahis key to the understanding .
of history, Mam traces the rise of the-bourgeoise in decayiqg feudal
society, and its emergence as the dominant class in the development
of the capitalist mode of roduction. "Modern bourgeois society .. has
sprouted from 'the ruins o feudal society. From the serfs of 'the middle
ages sprang the chartered' burghers of the earliest towns. From these
burgeees the first elements of the bourgeoisie were developed."
As we have seen, new and large markets developed displacing the feudal system of industry by the manufacturing system, which in its
turn gave way to steam and machinery and modern giant industry.
"And in proportion as industry, commerce, navigation, railways extended, ..
in the same propdrtion the bourgeoisie developed, increased its capital,
and pushed into the background every class handed down from the
Middle Ages."
Its political power growlmg apace, the bourgeoisie soon destroyed the
power of the nobility and with it the social relations of production that
hampered the development of the necessary free markets and the free
migratory labor so essential to the -growth of modern industry.
Free markets and free wage-labor were the prime requisites of the
new mode of production. The bourgeoisie "has pitilessly torn asunder .
the motley feudal ties that bound man to his 'natural superior,' and
has set up that single, unconscionable freedom-Free Trade."
The production relationships of feudalism, that of lord of the land
on the one hand, and of serf tied down to the land on the other, were
no .longer suitable to the rising town bourgeoisie whose growing need
was fop ever more free migrating wage-lab to produce the goods . .
demanded by a rapidly expanding world m ket. The self-sustaining
economy of the feudal manor was doomed by the new mode of production, stimulated by a growing world market. "The feudal organization
of agriculbuq and manufacturing industry, in one word, the feudal relations of property became no-longer compatible with the alrea'dy developed productive forces; they became so many fetters. They had t o .
burst asunder; they were burst asunder."
And, as capitalist roduction expanded, Marx and Engels go on to
point out, new contrad ctions developed between the new property relations and the growing forces of production. "A similar movement is
going on before our own eyes. Modern bourgeois society with its rela. tlons of production, of exchange and of property, a society that has
conjured up 'such gigantic means of production and of exchange, is
like the sorcerer, who is no longer able to control the powers of the
nether world whom he has called up by his spells. For many a decade
past the history of industry and commerce is but the history of the
revolt of modern productive forces against modern conditions of production, against the property relations, that are the conditions for the
existence of the bourgeoisie and of its rule."
The study of the development of modern productive forces in the
existing conditions of production and their growing conflict with existing
property relations forms the basis for that.monumenta1 work by Karl .
Marx, "DAB KAPITAL."
-
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THE CAPITALIST MODE OF PRODUCTION
.#

A s early as the 15th Century the artisans of the Middle .
c ~ n g r e g a t ein~ .the towns and pfoduced goods for exchange in thie
immediate locality. This production was carried on largely through the*
use of small hand tools by individual producers. The instruments of
production were individual property and generally: owned by the
producer.
Under these circumstances it was perfectly natural fer the ow
- of the tools of production to appropriate the products of his labor.
t.he owner of the tools and the producer of the goods wa
the same individual or family, "The question could nev
Engels, "to whom do the proceeds of labor belong?. The
ducer had brought them forth by his own labor, or of
with his own tools. There was no need of their being a
they belonged to, him as a matter of ~ourse.?~
Thus the outstanding characteristics of the han
individual or private production and individual or priv
of the product. The means of production were simple,
o f prOduction or property relations were equal1
These simple relations, however, underwent
under the stimulus of new world markets. The o
world created an unprecedented demand for old
not be-met by the method of individual produc
localized production and guild restrictions were
-wealthy merchant and money-lending classes turne
source of profit, Machant capital was converted into
Artisans were gathered into large workshops f
labor with greater production as the aim in view.
ist workshops had their origin, and with it the beginn
mode of production.
The next logical step was the introduction of the division of La
which konstituted a. complete revolution in the status of the art1
t;Eaqdicraftsman. No longer did the craftsman produce a comp
commodity by his own labor. He became a specialist in one detai
operat-ion,,and only through the 'combined labor of the
workshop were commodities produced. The next step led
the adaptation of the tool to a single operation, which in
in the development of machine industry and the factory
was the revolution wrought in the field of production.
The revolutionary change in the status of the craftsman consiste
in the separation cr the laborer from the means of production. No lon
was the craftsman a n independent producer and owner of the me
of production, for the simple tool of the artisan had developed into
gigantic machine of modern industry owned and controlled by the
rising class, the capitalist class.
unable to compete with the machine in the production of go
the artisan was rapidly reduced to the status of a wage-laborer w
nothing to sell but his power to labor. Thus the new method of prod
tion brought forth, on the one hand the capitalist class who owned
means of production, and on -the other, the worker or--proletarian. c
who owned nothing but the power to labor and the privilege to
'
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"
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prdduction. '
While.production had become social in its nature, the 'own~rship~'or. these vast new tools of productkp wa-8- no longer vested in the .i$lr
'v@orWrsor producers, but in a smaq group or class, who, by virtue st..>'".
-,'thb relationship, appropriated tbe product of indtistry. As in the ;$,
Ilandierait era the owner of the.tool became $he owner of the product.' : ;+
Thus, production hati beoohe a social process, while the method ot $+:
appropria%iopof the product remained ipdiyidual or private. :'Them-,,$
socia implements anitproduets," says Engels, "were treated as tho R..;:.$-j
the were now as before, the implemenb and roducts' of individns 8,. !-:<
~ h g e until
,
no*, the owner of the means o labor had taken ,the
products because, as a rule, they were his own product, thencefoPth. .:the -owner of the means of labor proceeded himself to appropriate the; ,-:
products although -they .were no longer h&s own but the produet. of -I,.;:
the labor 01,others. . Accordingly, the now socially produced commodi- C"':
ties were appropriated, not by those who actually had set in motiogt ';,$
means of production and actually had produced the goods, but by the
itulists. It is "this contradition;?'says Engels, "which fm arta to the :..:
system of productipn its capitalist character," and in w ich, "lurIbh$(;i
in embryo the whole cmjZict of today."
-Thus.the . great outstanding contradiction of the capitalist niode-,::I:
roductlon was, and still remains, social production on the one handp .\.<
:,
individual or c@pitaUs€appropriation on the other.
'
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The effects of this great contradiction, of social prod
a series of
economic upheavals or periodic crises that shook the capitalis
to its very foundation.
Spurred on by great new world markets and by the exten&n of
hoqe markets, the rising capitalist class resorted to a n "increasing.
organization of production upon a social basis in every industrial1
establishment; "-a procedure which resulted in the most savage exploitation of the working class, including women, and children of the most
fender years. Of this period Marx writes, "all bounds of morals and.
nature, age and sex, day and night were broken down. Capital celebrated its orgies." "Polite and leisured Britain," writes Arthur Jones,
"had to submit to periodical shocks as tales were unfolded before'
magistrates, committees, and commissioners of -tiny children brutally
tortured and worked ta death, women employed under the most degrading conditions, and men toiling late into the night." The story of this
period of capitalist development remains one of the most sordid in
the annals of history.
Freed from all feudal restraints and restrictions, the rising capitalist class looked out upon a world whose new watch word was Liberty.
In the economic sphere, this conception of liberty, according to Prof.
E, P. Cheyney, "meant freedom for each person to make his living in
the way he might see fit, and without any external restriction." Or, fia
the words of Adam Smith, "by allowing every man to pursue his own
interests in his own way, and to bring both his industry and his capital
into the freest competition with those of his fellow-citizens." I n plain
words this .means that the worker, who no longer owned the means of
production, in competitiofi with other workers, could bring "his industry"
r ability to labor to a free and open market and sell his labor power
the highest bidder.
3
It also implied that the capitalist, who now owned the means' of 4
production, could purchase that labor power if he found it profitable -:%
t o d o so. If, on the other hand, he should decide that such action may $:
not be profitable, a t a given time, he has the perfect right to abstain 3
from doing so; Although such action may entail hardships on the '.$
free wage laborers whose only means of earning a livelihood were
through the sale of their labor power. Thus this new found freedom
presented society with liberties and opportunities consistent with the
new mode of production.
Free competition was given free reign, and, in a world of expanding ' 4
markets, this further enhanced the tempo of industrial development.
Production, which had lagged behind commerce, was stepped up by Fj
leaps and bounds after the Industrial Revolution. In fact, the growth fl;qd
the productive facilities soon outdistanced the growth of the markets, r
resulting in the keenest competition on the part of the capitalist 4
roducers.
&& .. The struggle for survival, in this intensely competitive situation, .3
led to greater and more intense exploitation of the wage laboring classes. -;,
in a constant effort to undersell competition. "Not only did the struggle
break out between the individual local producers," says Engels, '(but it $ 4
'

capitalist appropriation, became manifest in
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But what w@ the eituatiofi with reference to productfpn at large?
.Obviously, the competitive producers were not in a position to itnm .
one another's capacity to produce or of the market's capacity ta -I%
aJl tBat &auld be produced. Each Was interested in his own
of,
the pr~fitsaqd produced as much as he could. It was inevitable4hat s point of over-production would be reached that would result in a - :
&ut-down of the productive facilities. By over-production we do nut
mean the roduc6ion of more than can be consumed, but the prodqctfcm, r -:
of more t an the existing market can absorb;
Periodic crises of greater and greater duration and intensity becaqle
the rule. Factories closed down 'and workers lost their jobs, and witb .
- it their ppchasihg power. Many were forced to starve becanse-'Wb :
much had been prodqced. And starvation amidst p l e n t ~becaae a
frequent phenomenon.
.
Thw the working out of ."the contradiction between social produ&
tio# .and capitalist a propriation now presents itself a+s a co%tmQ$.
bIFtweea the organtxa ion of production in the single factory an6 the\l
anarchy of production in society at large."
I
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COMPETITION AND THE CONCENTRATION OF CAPITAL
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turn, incieasas to tfie hadjlotg run of a omplete stwplek
lndu&rg, WinrnerW3 credit and speculation, 812ally to end agai
breakneck 'jumps, izi the ditch of the crwh. And so again and
I0 these graph~cwords does Engels depict our business cycles I
and depression, of ,periodic-crises that were so aptly termed, by
the crises' of abundance.
Thtb the culmi&&n, of the contradiction .of social product
capitalist appropriation, is a series of disastrous economic ug
in which the production and circulation .of commodities - prr
comes to a halt. "All the'laws of the production and circulation
modltles stand upon their heads: The mode of production rebels
the"mode oj exchange.'(

MONOPOLY CAPITALISM

ciallzation of all the
of free competition'
nt each other, M&
ConcentraMan has
t accurate infintory
appraised, b,and
. .

&

--"

,
tinguhhed. from the export of commodities.
-;world among %hegreat pbwera ,into,pgqopo1y.!
)

v e n & ' U ~ o q g t ~ f ~ . . ~ : : :~' ' l ;~, - a G, ; a~s ~ ; ~ .
T ~ W
manopoly capitalism is*C'iWk;t'ii a 'biiad
~ ~ e W tthe
g , only solution to which is, either
tiap uf capital. whici means closed factories
w@r.in an attempt, by the great powers, to
.
weaker falling prey to the stronger.
History tells us that both methods have been resorted to and km$
-the choice of method depended targely upon which was .moreexpedient
a t 8 given time.
It is well to note a t this point that there were many deviatiom
from the Marxist doctrines of capitalist accumulation and crisisd'and
the class struggle, during the period cof revisionism when many of tihe
so-called followers of Marx "gdaptpted" his doctrines to f i t the policy of
collaboration which prevailed during the period of capitalist expansic@
and 'development. With the end of capitalist qxpansion, and the recurrence of one devastating crisis upon another, there developed a natural
tendency to return to the more rigorous tenets of undiluted ~ak-m.
TMs changed trend. was marked by the rise of Lenfn and the return,
to orthodox Marxism.
Today we are again witness to the spectacle of class coUabo~tIOrii
Howem, it is maintained that the present day policy of c o m p r o m ~
class interests. is a policy dictated, not by economic o portunim, buf
by the polit!cal necessity of vniting all. forces to win fhe war agsfast
F%scim.
-It has become manifest that all wars are not imperi&t wars
mlely, and that all wars are not unjust wars. "We shall not untQr~tWd
the nature of the war," writes Harold J. Laski, "unless we recognize that
we are fighting the forces of the counter-revolution." The &uggZr!
.against.fascist aggression is a t the sams time a struggle to defend1
Democracy and its free institutions. In this crucial period the . d m
of democratic litical institutions may very well be the prelude to
final struggle or the attainment of economic democracy.
,
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relation existing not betwien themselves, but between the products of3'thir labor-it is a definite social relation." continues Marx. "betweerr
between things-the process of-&du~tion has the mastery over
.,
instead .of.being eontrolled -byhim.?' Thus it is "the action of oble-

.

The forces goverriing the relatio
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Humad beings are mere appendages
operate only when it is profitable to

THE THEORY OF VALUE

"How," questions Marx, "is the magnitude of this value ta be meaeuredi?. Plainly, by the quantity of the value-creating substance, the .
-:,.
iabor., contained-in the article . . .the value of ,a commodity is detemined
.by t h ~
(,mciallynecessary) quarltity of labor 8pent on it. The l a b - t i m e
in4.e i & U necessary is that required to prodbce an article under the .-,$
?ik;namaf conditions of production, and with the average degree of skill .
"$r",d
intensity prevalent at the time. We see then that that which
es the magnitpde of the value of any article fs the mount at
ially. necessary for its production. As value, till commodttie~
definite tprlantities of congealed labor time.'*
ously, our suits of clothes and hats that we- purehas on the
._.
'

~~

,

, and that

vary in price, must contain varying proportions of
necwmry 1-r time. Value is, o b i ~ u s l ya, social relation whose
e..is.determined by the quantity of socially necelabor
I
, embodied in any particular commodity.

results in prices rising aboye the value.
Having established a un~versalequivalenk we are now in a posit;ion F
to measure, in terms of price, the varying quant~tiesof labor power
embodied in the many different comrnodjties that appear on the maxke5
for exchange. .It is this mechanism that makes possiblebthe wnsusnption of the millions of transactions that take place daily in the w x k e f s ' -

THE CREATION OF SURPLUS VALUE

that the process of
ivalents, i. e., equal
we have also noted
anged at a profit. A
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SURPLUS VALUE AND PROFIT

From the above analysis it follow that only that portion of capital
;invested in labor power, of wages, will yield a profit. The capital investqfl;
:I in machinery and raw materials merely transfers itself to the finished
. -:. product without any addition to the total valse. Far we have seen that
:.-? only h u m !abor
~
power is capable of creating and adding Value to .a
' - product*
-<
Marx proceeds to divide invested cadital into two categories, That'
-,
:?--portion which is invested .iri machinery and raw materials he termed
-T- Comtant capital, for it did not increase its vaue in the process of pro- +
' duction. The portio~invested in wrrgg :Qe termed varfable capital, for;it varied and 'generally creased in vslpe during the prwess of prp.
"'. ' duetion,
-*We have seen that only that portion of capit,al i&ested0in wages
z.;.
-2- . yielded a profit which Marx tetmed surplns value. If, e. g., a $1000 is
invested in man hours'of labor power, and if it &auld be used to produce ,
?F-$2000 worth of falues, obviou$ly a $lOOO in ex- vdues has been created;-?"; A $1000 bf surplus value has been cr&ittea. And, in relation to the $10'0?
4I'- - .investRd in wages, the; rate of surplus: value Is EW per cent.
'- .
However, ope must not forget that capital expended for wages is not
the only'capital invested..There must be an outlay for plafit, machinery,
raw material, ete., which represents'many times . t h e . investment hn
wages. And-the investor is IntereSted in earning a profit on his entire- investment and not merely in that portion invested in wages. The
captalist investbr will not figure his profits on the bagis of his invest- "-:'
ment in wages only. He will take into account his entire investment,
:;- in determining bb rate of profit: Thus, if thare is a $lOOO of additional
values created - ofi a total investment of $1(1,000,Y with.$9000 in constant
capital and $1000 in wages, -or v$&&le capital, it is obvious that the
I
. rate of profit is 10 per cent;
Wherew when compared to the eipknditure of $1000 on wages alone, ,
. ' the newly.dreated value gf $1000 represents a rate of surplus value of .
100 per cenk. Thus the rate of sur lus value and the rate of profit, ,while ,;.
ent- the same sum,are ferent because they,are being corn- to two different things: The rate of surplus value being computed "'
in relation ta the investment ipwages, while the rats of profit is comd the investor it is the :;
?-..puted in relation the. entiire invgtment. A ~ to
fa@ of profit that fs all important. He is not interested in distinguishing ::
etween surplus value and profit, his only interest being the rate of
rofit .onhis. total investment.
.
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Marx, bowever, the dMinction was fundamental and of -me ,<
significance. For the rate of-.surplus value may remain the ;: '
d yet the rate of profit may decline. Due to the conrpetitive .'; ' ,
between capiWbt producers, and -also to the desire to make :;
fits, they have found? it necessary to reinvest their prafits
ement a ~ modernization
d
of plant equipment. In o m r words . :-.
ist is forced to invest the majar portion of' his profits -41 %;
ent, or, as Manr would term it, in constant capital if he :i:je the competitive struggle.
But
we
have
seen that it is only the investment in variable
'.
----.orwages, that is capable of creating new value or
- profit. Thus if plrY <;-'.,.;
'
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t e n c g towards rationalbatioq and'meehanical improveitikin
wriks,,is,"but 2/31 exgresebn of the progressive development of
powers of society," resulting in-greater production per worker
!

ve alresdv noted that this nrmessive, devdb~mentreed&:! ?:
yet we know that capitalfs~
:.
im~tkb1y;in a declking'ratkof profit.
h not ceased to $unction despite the declining rate of profit. DespW
'prIodic crise~and depreissions, capitalism has somehow managed
these ~peiiodieeahatrophies and resume the pro6ess oaf.=
E!vidently, the capitallst economy ddes adjust itself to a' .
of profit ok it would ngt cantinue to function,,
a matter fact, it is the momlt of p r ~ t i b NIakx
,
maintains, an8
rate, that matters ta the capitalist elms as,a whole. If the profits,
to the capitalist class as a whak can be enlarged then produp
be maintained despite the declining rat& sf profit, We bnaw
Bwt all schools of ecmornic-thought are agr&d fhaf the main objective ' ?a
of capitaltsm is the expansion of t h e total-amount of profits.
..only two ways in which the amount. i
we have seen, there
ai .profit can-beincrea&!cl;
one, by increasing the length of the working ;
$as and thareby increasifig the rate of exploitation; secondly, by expand- ",;
F h t i the amount s~enton wages, I.e., ';kx increasing em~loment.
'
~lthough,the-first metha kill incieabe the r a b a$-e$plloitation, It
$willnot solve the problem for so my-workers will have been dbplaced $:
an improved technique, the'tof&l value8 produced
be less even ?
&n increase& rate of exploitation.. Qrily by enlarging the amount, >
.'
nt on wages can the amount of profit be augmented.
,
.Thus if more car>i$al is invested in machielry, and it i f rmuft$ $42 .&
crease& tavsot%&nt in wages, or variable capital, the amount of
will also be augmented- ''In mite of the progressive fall of the -.
. of profit," writes-Man, '!there
be an absahte herease of the
~ b
of,laborers
- employed by eapibl, ...and consequently a resulting .
&#~31utu3
Trimease in tihie; m m maF:the produced-profit. And this m e e 2
-7
b&-pqp-essiv~."Not only ,#pay it be progressive but, !&u%&~t8h~
'j
bticalyl mat, "on thc bssis ot capitalist produetion & must
capi&t process oi production is ementially a proeess- ot .4
while the rate' of profit is de&hig &@hmt
aocunla3atim."laf profit may inereme. While the oapntalist class as a whole may be. 4
,far&' to accept a lower rate of profit yet the total amount of profit
;
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his is the important pairit, in order to attain this happy
, in order to show an increase in the amount of profits,

'

'4
$be c a ~ i t e l 3

necessary to inorease the magnitude olf
&vest@ tn wGes. For we have seen that only that partion of csjjital. $
;bvesbd in the purchase of labor p o r n wiU yield aurplw value- or
: ~ ~ o f jincrease
~f
t ; &he capitalist system can expand t h e size of the payroll then. &
the amount of its profit.
%I
.' -f$
--ever
should mainvestment in machinery, or cpnstsnt capit.al,, - 3
fn a disp1ticernent -of men,or - il. radu~tionin the variable capital.
bv&&d, we wauld .then be faced with. an acJuai ,rec&c$ion in profit'in <;#
t;&e face sf an augmented total capital inves
'
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- pwmt, the fall. in the amount of profit which we gssumed to be $2(WO. , .,
If the rate of accumulation had been slower in this c w , if, e. .g., t h e . ;
capitalization had increased from $20,000 to only $30,000 .at .the . !
5 per cent rate of profit, the total amount of profit-would have fUen
from $2000 to $1500. Thus.a smaller amount of pmfit would have beeli ,Y
realized on .a larger total investment! Under such conditions it, OM--, 4,
.*

*

a.

ously, would not pay to continue the process of accumulation, and -',
capitalism would arrive a t one of its periodic rand ever recurring crise6: .'#
Thus we see that if capitalism is to function, the amount of profit .. . ,
must increase to offset the decline in the rote of profit or there will {
be no incentive for further &~~umulblti~n.
If the capitalist cannot make
a greater amount ~&,profit on a larger investment he will not make' ;
that investment.
,:..,
While we have stressed, in preceding gages, the fact of insufficfent- -..
purchasing power necessary to absorb the .ultimate product of industry, ,:?
the other .aspect of a crisis, the falling oif in the rate of profit, must 5
not be overlooked. F-or we have seen that constant improvement in 'ik
technique with its reduction of the portion of capital invested in wages $
is driving the rate of profit downw8~d.
. ~ h u while
s
a crisis may become. manftest in the sphere of circula- ?@$
tion as a.glut of the markets; in the sphere Of production it becomes L
a sufficient Wnount of surplus value or f'.
evident as a failure to
profit n e e e d r y for investment to offset the decline in the rate of profit. .-,?
While in the sphefe of circulation it would seem that the- workers :j
do not receive a sufficient amount tx, enable them to absorb the con- .Y
& sumers*goods that appear on the market; in the here of production j:
the rate of profit has declined because the workere%ave been receiving $2
as their $ha,re of the btal vaiue produced. In other words; i.
$ frommuch
the standpoint of commodity ons sump ti on (the market) the 7 !,
( -

-,

-

'
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-

parchasing power through indefinite addltiow to the national deb% ;"
: wi@out u setting the applecart? Or does deficit financing have
adverse ef ect bn the ra$e of accumul&tion,which, it must always be - :::'
membered, is the main objective. of cspitdht sockty? The snmrgts . p?,
to. these questioas are already matter of.Bhtory. For, undoubteay; .' :I
<'thepresmt world struggle could have been avoided or delayed if the
'hation&l_debt could have been pyramided ~pwardsindefinitely for the .ilv::
: sole purpose oP. providing social benefits.
The sad fact remains that ' i:
-..' governmentbor~owing:represents a deiidte charge on future earnidg :
,: , ; , :
capaclt$, whieh implies a d e i i t e re%ric.tion on the rate of accumula-.
tion, for - it involve&,more taxes a ~ dtherefore;
,
less profits. The tremen- 'i.7
Z , dous oppositir~q,on the part of the cap2tdNt interests, to all New Deal , :.t
my
proposals for the relief,of the unemployed,is a matter af record. ~ w e ~ y..?+j
,..
'-'

9

;1
;

r,,*-

,I.':,!

- . such opposition tO government spending would not have developed if.,+,,,,

IP

3:such spending did sot have an, adverse effect upon capitalist interesh . ,.;
The political sitrmafton in bermsliy need not have. deteriorated to :'"
,:
.I.,
the point where the Tby@ens and Krupps, fearful of Iwing co*tr&, qf#-,8c
-the state and with it control,*of the meam of production to the Cornn .'.;tr$
-. munlsts, preferred Hitler and Facist Dictatorship to Capitalist rk?g~oe~.';.
racy. For the polltical situstion in Germany could have been stabBw@5

/'

,

.

4':

1'

r/-$

.;of,G d d ?narkqb by her defeat An *the l
W war, aias mmg#! a ' @ p p,
f ~ l by
y American loans. When American e c o ~ m ycohprsecf
%%!If#, )American loans to Germany ceased. Wq Germany the New Deal ta&%1$
ta
end in 1930-1931,two years before it had ever Been intr&ueed
Snl the United Btates!
. s
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AfiWMENTS ANDWAR
/

om

Wlen oxi &bere re&ed,
for .Germany,
two p&l@
al&a@#~es:one baing abandonment of the profit s
y
w and pfiv8k
rehip of the m e w .Q$ production in favor of social omerahip w d
-pH i & b ~
for we, thmb freeing German acornmy from the motiv@~- ,
\ of
market;. or, the o!it
alternative, that of making one gQmfic
$;!,
effqrtt bo force a ~ ~ f b u t i oofnall the territori'es of the earth so . $
that nmmary "Iebensraum" M) esseqtlsl to Wm-rw8 hdw- 7
I,
as
.
For the productive farces and the momtain - '.."
-- tFi& producfivs c
e
w
;of accumulated capital
'bg~
ad grown to such enomlous size, they could no . .
Iwer, be c~ntakmdmhin the barrier of bound~rlesand ~
F pf W.'.:'? '
infiuence ~t up in $the past. " ;. the German a g b l M system? =Q&
Wuiam J. B U e fwt -before the outbreak qf h ~ ~ i ine iQSQ,
s
*.
accum@&ed at sueh a rate relative to its home labor that onlp the
'.
.
qoquest 88 hdf Europe would give it a pfoper m-t."
mr the fkfit aJternative to t i w e become a reality it was necessary
for the workers of Chwnmny to establish control of the state pmgn
(the pwer that maintains tihe continuance of the system arl: private . ,!
ersBip of tihe means of -groduetion) before the producliive ioroea ,-'
:3d be c~nartedinto mg.ia1 property. nis,of eokrse, did not happen. ;,.y
Hitler and Fascism came4info power,
It w a ~a. short step from the concept of re-partitioning the temt- . i.
topie8 of the earth to the concept of dominating the.world, and with it
. ;
all
'peoples of the world. Henceforth the German R@e was- to be :-*'
cuncdvaB of-= the superior race. Once: .this notion of CSermsa racial
su ri~rltyfound at measure of acceptance. in Gemaanytthe ides of . ::
ru in the world PoZtowed as a matter of course.
#o c m y out this pr am of _world con ueet, force would be &!a7..
mry, force in overwhelm g pl'aportions.
e fa&cM dictatorshlg pm- :, e q w d at once to regiment the people and industries of the nation fbr . ,',
-2ane -activity,'nt~mely,.
the production ,af armaments. The huge German :::
---,industrial
establishment was almost completely con'verkd to the produc'':tion.of guns, tanlis and planes. Unemployment disappeared and, in fgct,
:-'an ~ t - 1 shortage of labor developled.
5
'In many quarters-.especially amongst the opponents of Jibersl
- social legiS1atioli-Hit;lerer was now being-haled a8 a great statesmm
and econmbt, for had he not solved, thst greatest; of all problew the
--- %unemployment
prsb1em?
: kl the United Btates, despite dl"New Deal efforts to spend its'way
- out of the depressJan, despi%e.
the fact that in 1937 production bad
:almoirt reached the lQ29 level, unmnployment figures still remained
over the eight mUan mark. It was not untfl 1997, when, faced with ,
, . the threat of Oermsnpas
growing might, Britahembarked upoa a similar .
-armmqe~tpmgmk, that unemployment -in that country began to drop
;
.noticeably.
.
*The s t m e sharp drop in unemployment figures was evident when
.-theUnited Stat@ entered the a r m q t race in 1939, when, inthe word$
;'Of an editorial writer, -the nation 'abandoned leaf-raking for munittops .
;
:making." Thus it seemed that, in. b e production of instrunen& oZ
:
-:d&ru&tion, a sulutiof2 -to the unemplayment problem, even if anly & - .'.
- -,
-telnmacy one, ilad been found.
-
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: ~ ~ s ~ t bOne
r ' ~great' rnhscakuiatl~n,.his ill-starred attack on- the ,
:-&?Y@t fJnion, plussthek-dous
blows now being dealt the Axist a,
. nosXhgb&,
change &he @qtirBB+WWseaf history. For 'HiUer f o m t that
a&,@-~@th
of th-e w~fld,the Soviet Union was no longer living undesr
th* profit S Y & ~ , spd th&
laotives of the market had no influence
= ~
~
~ in vthe. kPunctiming
r
of .the mductive system. Collective
ow;#@rnp had Mip1ked priOate owners ip. And, when the Russian
people dbeided to mu@ guns for defense, the question of profits and
the rate ,sfaccmulation formed no part - of their consideration.
When EIitbr attacked the Soviet Union he did not find a nation
unprQparedor decrepit anrl senile, but a veritable wild cat, a formidabIe
young @at,.virile and vigorous, determined to crush the dascist terror.
HI8ervs imperialist war was turned into a people's war for the
d.@$meclP democratic liberties and the opportunity to build a better
worf.a. If the attempt to enslave the world in a medieval Barbarism is .
afeated--and (it hats now become apparent that it will be defeatedW n , many contend, it jis difficult to see how any restoration of the
:$
*OMsystem of private enterprise, of business as usual, of class control .,++g

>.'-

!i

'

S

lrii the means of production, is possible.. It becomes more evident that ,
&he expanding forces of production .cannot be contained Wthin the
'dlimiitsimposed by capitalist property ralations. Social pPoduction can
-no longer be carried on within the framework of private ownership of
.
l%he"
means pf production without resulting in crises a
suffering. and death.
. : EconcmWs of all shades of opinion are agreed that
.mammy aperates on a declining rate q f ~ ~ r o f iAccording
t.
to M
'$&cgssfhfres the re-investment of &s great an amount of n
as po~dble,consequently ~ a l d n g it
- impossible td
of it in the way of ~6011smers'purchasing power.
Bhould more be given to the ccsnsumer, not enough will be left to .
the oa it@structure so necessary to prevent the total
6 increase
of profit from aUing. Thus we are faced with the alternative of e
maintaining profits or supplying tUe people with sufficient p
6
$ power necessary to absorb the consumers' -'goods that appear
market. It does not seem as if we can do both. A t any rate
. nd$ been able to do so. in the past.
Vhis was the 'ptoblem and still remains the problem. How to solve
this ;see&gly unsolvabIe dilemma is the grgat question that confronts
all serious, post-war planners. " .. .the overthrow of Hitlerism still
- leaves.. .the problems out; of which fiitlerism emerged.. .it may be,
evep. in an accentuated form," writes Harold J. Laski.
,
; &e we to return to armament production as a way out? We have
~;een*at that way leads only to war and destructi~n:
Are we t~ return to a super New Dealaof government spknding for
a ade and public works, this time to embrace the millions df returning '
- soldiers? We have seeh that, that way leads to governmental deficits ;
:
h er taxes and therefore lower profits.. A way out that is,sure to
b
1y oppased by-theowning class, as was demonstrated by the opposit'= engendered by' government deficit spending in the last crisis. .
. :'Are we to rehrn to the mechanism .of .the market and to the
L.:.
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